Stylus™ Linear Series
Specification-Grade LED Portfolio

CRISP COLOR. CLEAN LINES. DESIGN SIMPLICITY.
distinctive  
dramatic  
exceptional  
brilliant  
flexible  
minimal  
accessible  
practical
VIRTUES OF THE STRAIGHT AND NARROW

The Stylus™ Linear Series Makes It Effortless to Enhance the Design of Any Space with Striking Lines of Light.

Linear Lighting Simplified:
Standard Sizes and Installation. Definitely Not Standard Results.

Sharply sculpted extruded aluminum forms in seamless runs. Pencil-thin lines of beautiful white light and vibrant natural colors. Horizontal corners for creative geometric patterns. Intelligent lighting controls for greater savings, scene-setting and better user experience. Three color temperature options with ultra-smooth dimming to 1%.
The Stylus™ Linear Series Removes the Hurdles to Specifying Linear Lighting.

Product specs are standardized but the fixtures are flexible, with six combinations of optics and mounts to mix and match, and a slim housing design that will fit virtually any ceiling type.

- Full linear 3” portfolio to design an entire space
- Lengths of 2’ to 12’ for increments from 2’ to 72’ with just one power drop
- Requires less than 4” plenum depth to recess; slimmer than comparative slots
- Low, medium and high light output options for just the right amount of light
NO ROCKET SCIENCE REQUIRED. JUST SIMPLE GEOMETRY AND A DESIGNER’S VISION.

Unlock the Dramatic Potential of Any Space with Stylus™ Linear Lighting.

Brilliant Light Quality, Intelligent Lighting Controls, and Ultra-Smooth Dimming.

- Superior 90 CRI measured color with Cree TrueWhite® Technology
- R9 >65, and high color fidelity ≥92 and gamut ≥100 across the entire line for the truest natural colors
- 3000K, 3500K and 4000K color temperatures
- Crisp White, Bold Black and Modern Graphite fixture colors complement every design
- Diverse dimming and control platforms for enhanced customer experience

TM-30 Color Data

The Stylus™ Linear Series consistently outperforms the competition on high color fidelity and high gamut.
WASHING WALLS AND CEILINGS FOR SMOOTHER ILLUMINATION.
Suspended and Wall Mount Options for an Uplifting Experience.
When suspended, the Stylus™ Linear Series batwing option provides smooth uplight, allowing for wider spacing between fixtures and better ceiling light uniformity.

No Application is Out of Reach.
Every Mounting Type, Every Ceiling Type, Every Look.

Have It Your Way: Suspended | Slot (Recessed) | Surface Mount | Wall Mount

- Horizontal corners for geometric patterning
- Recessed slot option works with all ceiling types
- Suspended option employs standard cables and can be connected end to end
- Uplight/downlight option for suspended and wall mount
Ordering and Installation as Simple as the Luminaires Themselves.

- Lighting design assistance from Cree Lighting’s customer experience experts
- Cree TrueWhite® Technology
- Industry-leading 10-year warranty
- Assembled in the US